Vogel Jewellery Tools for Evolution
Angelic Star™ Pendant
The Angelic Star is specifically designed to access the angelic realms. By visually and
energetically connecting with the centre point or Nexus of the star one may engage these
energies for healing, to provide insight, to aid manifestation, and to empower meditation.
The angelic star creates an opening through which we can connect ourselves with the
eternal - a powerful tool for spiritual growth. Connect with the magic that empower us to
become our higher selves.

Ascension Star™ Pendant
This beautiful cut resembles a four pointed star or cross. The energy of the cut empowers us
in our individual ascension process. It aids in bringing in the energy of the Divine and assists
us in more fully manifesting our higher self. Another fine feature of this cut is the
stimulation of alignment with the highest guidance that we are capable of receiving so that
we may more fully participate in “conscious evolution”.

Magician Stone™ Pendant
This extraordinary cut is both beautiful and enchanting! The energy produces a feeling of
being centred in the Universal Flow, connecting to Source and the Earth in a powerful way.
In addition, the nourishing flow of the four directions supports the wearer in manifesting
extraordinary luck and abundance.

Earth Heart Crystal ™ Pendant

Teacher of harmony and our sacred union with the Heart of the Earth. Offers peace and
stability, stillness and insight, respect and diversity, inspires creativity that nurtures our
wholeness and facilitates expansion into Oneness. A powerful tool for those who are
seeking to release limitation and awaken union
Infinite Eye™ Pendant
Celebrating the geometry of the ancient symbol of the Infinite. Heralding interconnection of
the Boundless Universe and the mirroring principle: “As Above, So Below”. This cut helps to
place the centre of infinity within our hearts and minds, the infinite flow of “all that is”,

centred in Love, becomes our daily companion. Using this tool helps maintain your personal
connection with Higher Self and accelerating spiritual growth.
Super Nova TM Pendant
The remarkable Super Nova combines two spectacular cuts. On the back of the gemstone is
a modified Millennium Cut, a starburst pattern that was created in the early years of the
21st Century by master jewellers to reflect the emerging consciousness of a new
millennium. The surface of the gemstone is laced with an intricate pattern of flat hexagons,
like a honeycomb or the eye of a honeybee.
Radiant Heart™ Pendant
A beautiful and powerful evolutionary tool which has already become a best seller. The
Radiant Heart Crystal assists us in expanding our ability to hold and create Unconditional
Love, so that we may “crystallize” the wisdom of the One Heart that unites all life in Love.
Attunes the wearer to Unconditional Love and guides us through the next steps we may
take to claim this more fully in our lives.
Star of David TM Pendant
The Star of David is a symbol dating back millennia. It is composed of two triangles, on point
up, the other, inverted. It is a symbol of the higher Trinity and the lower Trinity coming
together to create wholeness, balance and protection. This particular cut was developed by
Marcel Vogel, one of IBM’s leading research scientists and the founder of Psychic Research,
Inc. Information on clearing and programming the Star of David is included with each piece.
Flower of Life TM Pendant
This is an exciting cut with very magical properties. The front of the stone is faceted with a
six petaled flower with an identical flower juxtaposed on the back thus creating a 12 pointed
star. The energy is one of being surrounded by the abundance and joy that life has to offer
us. The twelve pointed star which provides the wearer with the energetic experience of
being held within a soft protective field of loving energy and subtle support.
Super Nova TM Pendant
The remarkable Super Nova combines two spectacular cuts. On the back of the gemstone is a
modified Millennium Cut, a starburst pattern that was created in the early years of the 21st Century
by master jewellers to reflect the emerging consciousness of a new millennium. The surface of the
gemstone is laced with an intricate pattern of flat hexagons, like a honeycomb or the eye of a
honeybee.

Star of Venus™ Pendant
Ancient Symbol of protection and invocation, this five pointed star celebrates man’s union

with the Earth and Creation through each of the five elements (fire, air, earth, water and
spirit). It is a wonderful tool for shedding burdens and for revitalization. Brings clarity and
balance, insight and alignment with the Divine Flow

